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THE MERCIER FOOTPRINT
Minimizing our environmental footprint means producing less waste, recycling more, 
exercising rigorous traceability and responsible forest management. That’s why all 
our wood sources are certified environmentally responsible and our wood flooring 
continues to help create buildings that are compliant with LEED certification.

THE MERCIER FOOTPRINT: The best hardwood floors on the market, the most 
durable and especially, the most environmentally friendly.  

*The cover photo features White Oak Distinction 4 ¼'' Orage from the Element Series
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MERCIER GENERATIONS 
GREENGUARD CERTIFIED
MERCIER is now greener than ever, acting today for tomorrow’s generations. 
We are the only prefinished hardwood flooring manufacturer to have the 
GREENGUARD Gold certification, granted by an independent third party.  

Our Greenguard certified Mercier Generations Finish is made using 100% 
pure soybean oil. It is hypoallergenic and COV-free. Additionally, our floors 
are inspected at every stage of the production and finishing process, earning 
the GREENGUARD GOLD certification. Better resistant to wear, it comes 
with a 35-year comprehensive residential warranty and a 5-year commercial 
warranty, confirming its durability.  

With our GREENGUARD certified finish, you benefit from the cleanest, most 
environmentally friendly hardwood floor on the market, that has the least adverse 
health effects. A hardwood floor in line with the MERCIER FOOTPRINT*.

* All of our products are made using the MERCIER GENERATIONS GREENGUARD 
certified finish.

ANTIMICROBIAL
Using a powerful antimicrobial agent 
that inhibits the risk of microbe and 
mildew growth on finished surfaces, 
the MERCIER GENERATIONS 
GREENGUARD Certified finish helps 
keep your home safe and hygienic.  

NON-YELLOWING
With its state-of-the-art protective 
coating, the MERCIER GENERATIONS 
GREENGUARD Certified finish offers 
superior protection against premature 
wood discolouration and yellowing. 

TABER TEST
The Taber test consists of subjecting 
a finished flooring strip section 
to a spinning wheel covered with 
sandpaper and measuring the number 
of rotations needed to completely wear 
the finish down to the bare wood. The 
higher the number of rotations, the 
greater the resistance of the finish. 
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Thanks to our tradition of innovation, our constant watch for trends and our concern for 
the environment, Mercier Wood Flooring has been developing uniquely inspired products 
since 1980.

Our palette of colours, sizes and finishes is available in five collections: Origins, Design+, 
Nature, Exotic and Elegancia. Each of our collections is imbued with its own personality, 
which in turn gives all our products a distinctively characteristic richness and allure. You 
can thus choose a product that perfectly suits your style.

Do you love the look of raw untouched wood? Take a look at the Origins collection to 
find your match. Or are you a master of the art of bespoke? Design+ was created to give 
your imagination free rein using some of our most beautiful species, red oak and maple.

The Nature collection is rooted in the fact that wood is a natural material. Be it rustic or 
contemporary, your decor will undoubtedly be enhanced by the raw, textured character 
of the wood in this collection. If, however, you prefer warm rich colour, we’d be happy 
to direct you to the Exotic collection.

Lastly, Elegancia is, as its name suggests, the most sophisticated collection in our 
catalogue, as well as the most avant-garde. This exclusive line is inspired by worldwide 
design trends and this year includes three exceptional new products: Orage White Oak 
and Terrain Hard Maple are now part of the Element series, while Madera Hard Maple 
joins the Elegancia series.

Inspired by the growing trend for warmth, refinement and a return to nature, we’ve also 
expanded our Design+ and Nature collections with brand-new products: Treasure and 
Metropolis will captivate you.

With MERCIER WOOD FLOORING, you can let your imagination run wild and create 
your own unique style. We’ll be there to guide you as you take another step towards 
elegance, style and the latest trends. Raw materials, pink beige, herringbone patterns 
and grey anthracite, are among the trends for 2018. Immerse yourself in these elements 
to make your interior unique.

Happy inspiration hunting,

The Mercier Wood Flooring team

2018 Collections

“State your uniqueness and let 
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”run free with Mercier.

your imagination
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1. LENGTH AND BREADTH
Longer, wider floor planks enhance the look of 
any space. And while the wood is striking in 
itself – we strongly recommend hard maple  – 
playing with space and contrast will further 
showcase its beauty. We love cozy little corners 
in open, minimalist spaces. Colour wise, intense 
undertones of reds, yellows and blues add an air 
of luxury and bring out the beauty of our floors. 

2. “SEASIDE” BEIGE
The beach … this vast stretch of fine sand that 
relaxes and renews us. When we can’t physically 
stick our toes in it, we can still evoke its presence. 
Don’t skimp on golden-hued wood, pastel colours 
like comforting beige and bright yellows, to add a 
holiday feel. In terms of textures, rope, jute and 
old wood are key. 

2018 TRENDS 
Open space, symmetry, beige and other 
shades, grey anthracite, marine air and 
organic material. 

This symbol identifies our selection  
of 2018 trends species. 
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3. “RIVER ROCK” GREY  
Grey, the king of shades, is forgoing its habitual 
neutrality and embracing its individuality. To 
match its distinctiveness, choose raw materials, 
saturated colours and exotic plants. We also 
recommend letting in lots of light with transparent 
materials and tasteful lamps as well as organic 
materials in linen, rattan and chalkboard.

4. VINTAGE-GEOMETRIC FLOORS
Old memories resurface: the cracked wood 
and geometric shapes of your childhood. With 
herringbone floors, we play with shapes using 
graphic lines and geometric patterns. And for a 
frolicking finish, throw in some vivid colours!
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HARD MAPLE HERRINGBONE 6 1/2" MADERA

A MODERN OUTLOOK ON 

HERRINGBONE

Ample widths, various 
colours…. Mercier reinvents 
this classic and makes it truly a 
modern design element.

3 SPECIES
• White Oak

• Red Oak

• Hard Maple

3 COLLECTIONS

More than 360 combinations 
of widths, species, colours 
and finishes

More details on p.50-51

2 DIMENSIONS
• 4 ½" x 18"

• 6 ½" x 26"
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The widest boards on the 
market, offered in the species 
you love. Take the broader 
view on flooring.

3 SPECIES
• White Oak

• Red Oak

• Hard Maple

4 COLLECTIONS

More than 200 
combinations of species, 
colours and finishes

More details on p.49-50-51

HARD MAPLE AUTHENTIC 8 1/8" TERRAIN

81/8''

FOR YOUR LOFTY INSPIRATIONS
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HICKORY AUTHENTIC 6 ½" NATURAL
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A selection of authentic North American species focused on 
purity. Oak, Hard Maple, Birch, Ash and Hickory, stain-free, in 
their natural splendour. 
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HARD MAPLE – SELECT & BETTER

HARD MAPLE – DISTINCTION    HARD MAPLE – AUTHENTIC

RED OAK – AUTHENTICRED OAK – DISTINCTIONRED OAK – SELECT & BETTER
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*See page 51 to make your selection.

YELLOW BIRCH – SELECT & BETTER

WHITE OAK – R&Q

YELLOW BIRCH – DISTINCTION WHITE ASH – DISTINCTION

   HICKORY – AUTHENTIC

WHITE OAK – AUTHENTIC

WHITE OAK – DISTINCTION
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RED OAK DISTINCTION 4 ½" TREASURE 
14



RED OAK
The classic choice, the pink highlights of this hardy, noble wood 
add a soothing warmth to your home. 
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CRÈME BRÛLÉE (25) AMARETTO (15) AUTUMN LEAF (24)

MYSTIC BROWN (20)

GUNSTOCK (12) 

MEDIUM BROWN (07)

TOAST BROWN (09)

CHOCOLATE BROWN (18)

JAVA (14)

KALAHARI (23) 15



*See page 51 to make your selection.

ECLIPSE (03) 

IVOOR (28) 

STONE BROWN (05)

MIST (29) 

   TREASURE (30) BARREL (27)

STONE (21) SHADOW (17)

SMOKY BROWN (26)ARABICA (02)

20
18
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HARD MAPLE DISTINCTION 4 ½" TREASURE
18



HARD MAPLE
Light and uniform, this dense, finely grained wood combines 
harmony and well-being. 
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CRÈME BRÛLÉE (25) AMARETTO (15)

GUNSTOCK (12) 

MEDIUM BROWN (07)

TOAST BROWN (09)JAVA (14)

KALAHARI (23) 

AUTUMN LEAF (24)

MYSTIC BROWN (20)CHOCOLATE BROWN (18)
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*See page 51 to make your selection.

ÉCLIPSE (03) 

IVOOR (28) 

STONE BROWN (05)

MIST (29) 

   TREASURE (30) BARREL (27)

STONE (21) SHADOW (17)

SMOKY BROWN (26)ARABICA (02)

20
18
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AMERICAN WALNUT AUTHENTIC 6 ½" NATURAL
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BRAZILIAN CHERRY – JATOBA  
SANTOS MAHOGANY – CABREUVA  
TIGERWOOD – MUIRICATIARA

Mercier exotic woods from South America that are emblems of long-lasting durability 
and richly coloured symbols of nature’s unique capacity to astound.

AMERICAN CHERRY AND AMERICAN WALNUT 

Originate from North America and are characterized by their rich natural colour. 

TIGERWOODBRAZILIAN CHERRY

AMERICAN WALNUTSANTOS MAHOGANY

AMERICAN CHERRY 
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CABIN PINE 7 ¼" RUSTIC COTTAGE  
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CABIN PINE SERIES
Hints of the past suffuse your space with the spirit of yesterday. These roughly planed 
7 1/4” planks will look spectacular in any decor. 

FIREPLACE (FP)

RUSTIC COTTAGE (RC) 

FAMILY MEMORIES (FM)

OLD FARMHOUSE (OF) 

OLD TIME SPLENDOUR (OS) OLDEN MAGIC (OM) 

WILD GARDEN (WG) ANTIQUE CHARM (AC) 
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MERCIER HERITAGE 6 ½" MONDO NOVO 
26



AMERICANO (AM)MONDO NOVO (MN)

LATTE (LT)ROMANO (RM)

GRAPHITE (GR)MACCHIATO (MC)

MERCIER HERITAGE SERIES
A patina-finished wood with a surface that perfectly conveys a time-weathered look 
through its knots and grain in full view. In the city as well as in the country, this series 
recreates the warm and convivial atmosphere of yesteryear’s floors. 
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HICKORY 3 ¼" TERRA NOVA 
28



HAMPTON (HT)CAPE COD (CC)

TERRA NOVA (TN)FUNDY (FD)

TREMBLANT (TB)JASPER (JP) 

HICKORY SERIES
Inspired by Hickory’s strong and rustic character. Enjoy harmony and well-being in 
a decor evoking North America’s natural wonders. 
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PUB 6 ½" TAVERN
30



TAVERN (TV)IRISH CREAM (IC)

COURVOISIER (CV)SPIRITS (SR)

MALT (ML) STOUT (ST)

PUB SERIES
This hardwood floor perfectly captures the essence of a well-worn floor. Its typical Irish 
charm suggests this floor has seen it all and lived to tell the tale. 
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WORLD ATTRACTION 6 ½" ALCAZAR
32



WORLD ATTRACTION SERIES
A quiet atmosphere, hiding an oasis of peace and comfort. 
Glamourous and surprising, this floor’s straight lines and raw 
textures bring any decor into the 21st century.  
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FUJI (FJ)

VERSAILLES (VR)  TAJ MAHAL (TM)

ALCAZAR (AZ)
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*See page 49 to make your selection.

YORKSHIRE (YK) 

TAHOE (TH) WAVE ROCK (WR)

METROPOLIS (MP)

CASTELLO (CT)

20
18
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WHITE OAK DISTINCTION 4 ½" ELEMENT
36



   HARD MAPLE, ELEMENT (EL)

   HARD MAPLE, TERRAIN (TR)

YELLOW BIRCH, ELEMENT (EL)

HICKORY, ELEMENT (EL)

AMERICAN WALNUT, ELEMENT (EL)    WHITE OAK, ORAGE (OR)

   WHITE OAK, ELEMENT (EL)

ELEMENT SERIES
With its pronounced contrasts thanks to 
natural oxidation, apparent knots, and 
colour variations on unique boards, this 
selection showcases the character of 
noble wood species, for a refined and 
stylish look.

20
18

20
18
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YELLOW BIRCH DISTINCTION 3 ¼" VOLCANO DUST 
38



ENGLISH TEA (ET)

MODERN GREY (MG)

VOLCANO DUST (VD) 

ROMA (RA) 

   SECRET (SC) TOBACCO (TO)

SEPIA (SI)

YELLOW BIRCH
The golden nuances of this specie draw attention and bathe your home in glorious 
swaths of light. 
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WHITE ASH DISTINCTION 3 ¼" SANDSTONE 
40



WHITE ASH
The contrasting grain of this rustic-looking wood radiates warmth, lulling mind and 
body into a quiet bliss.

BRONZE (BZ) 

TOBACCO (TO) 

MYSTERY (MY) 

SILVER GREY (SY)

MODERN GREY (MG)

ENGLISH TEA (ET)

   SANDSTONE (SD)
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WHITE OAK AUTHENTIC 6 ½" MADERA 
42



WHITE OAK
With its gentle yellow hue, this aristocratic wood makes all rooms feel larger and brighter. 

   MADERACREMA (CM)

   FJORDFUEGO (FU) 

SLATE (SL)KONA (KN)
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HARD MAPLE DISTINCTION 3 ¼" BARISTA
44



HARD MAPLE
Light and uniform, this dense, finely grained wood combines spaces harmoniously. 

PORTOBELLO (PB) 

BARISTA (BT)   MADERA (MD)

20
18
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HICKORY AUTHENTIC 4 ½" FUEGO
46



ROMA (RA)FUEGO (FU) 

BLACK CHERRY (BY)SEPIA (SI)

HICKORY
The authentic appearance and different tones of hickory wood provide a rhythm to the 
space, inhabiting it and infusing it with personality.
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Wide or narrow boards?

How to shop for  
your wood floor?

Solid, Engineered or LOC?

What grade?

Here are 5 important aspects to consider

Wood flooring is classified into grades depending on its appearance.

SOLID

The installation of these floors 
may require the skills of a profes-
sional. A timeless choice, they’re 
exceptionally durable. Made from 
100% solid wood, they give off a 
natural charm.  

ENGINEERED

While they may be more complex 
to install depending on the method 
of installation, these floors have 
several noted advantages: increased 
stability, the option of wider boards 
and a wide choice of textures.

LOC 

The easiest wood floors to lay. 
Perfect for DIY enthusiasts and all 
those who want to save on instal-
lation costs. Ideal for basements, 
they are an efficient, resistant and 
stable choice. 

Semi-gloss, satin or matte finish?

SELECT & BETTER

Pure, uniform colour. 

3

Light or dark?

1

2

For fans of the modern, rustic or industrial look, 
wide boards amplify the impression of vastness. 
Narrow boards are better suited for classic or 
contemporary decors. MERCIER offers 7 different 
widths, from 2 ¼” to 8 ⅛”.

Imperfections and dirt are better camouflaged by 
a matte appearance. However, a semi-gloss finish 
can help to enhance the impression of space, 
especially if applied on wood with a light stain.

The matte-brushed finish is available for the Red 
Oak, White Ash and White Oak. 

4

5
A dark floor adds emotion to decors and creates a hushed, warm environment, even though it easily 
shows the marks and scratches of everyday life. A light-coloured wood floor favours an airy, peaceful 
and bright ambiance. 

DISTINCTION or AUTHENTIC

Pronounced colour variations 
and character in the wood.

RIFT and QUARTER SAWN

Uniform appearance and 
moderately contrasted.  
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Collections Shades Dimensions Notes

I love

LEGEND

Select & Better 

Distinction

Authentic

Rift & Quarter Sawn

Herringbone Matte

Matte-brushed

Semi-gloss 

Satin

Grades : Glosses :

BRAZILIAN CHERRY SANTOS MAHOGANY TIGERWOOD AMERICAN WALNUT AMERICAN CHERRY

Technologies
and dimensions Grades Glosses Grades Glosses Grades Glosses Grades Glosses Grades Glosses

SO
LI

D

2 ¼" (20 sq. ft./Box)     

3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)           

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)         

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)         

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)   

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box))   

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)   

CABIN PINE SERIES MERCIER HERITAGE SERIES HICKORY SERIES

Technologies
and dimensions

OLD
FARMHOUSE

(OF)

RUSTIC  
COTTAGE 

(RC)

FAMILY 
MEMORIES

(FM)

FIREPLACE
(FP)

OLDEN
MAGIC
(OM)

OLD TIME
SPLENDOR 

(OS)

ANTIQUE 
CHARM

(AC)

WILD 
GARDEN

(WG)

MONDO NOVO
(MN)

AMERICANO
(AM)

ROMANO
(RM)

LATTE
(LT)

MACCHIATO
(MC)

GRAPHITE
(GR)

CAPE COD
(CC)

HAMPTON
(HT)

FUNDY
(FD)

SO
LI

D

3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)   

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)   

7 ¼" (25 sq. ft./Box)

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)   

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)   

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)   

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)   

8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)

LO
C 3 ¼" (28 sq. ft./Box)

5" (28 sq. ft./Box)

HICKORY SERIES PUB SERIES WORLD ATTRACTION SERIES

Technologies
and dimensions

TERRA NOVA
(TN)

JASPER
(JP)

TREMBLANT
(TB)

IRISH CREAM
(IC)

TAVERN
(TV)

SPIRITS
(SR)

COURVOISIER
(CV)

STOUT
(ST)

MALT
(ML)

TAJ MAHAL
(TM)

VERSAILLES
(VR)

ALCAZAR
(AZ)

WAVE ROCK
(WR)

TAHOE
(TH)

YORKSHIRE
(YK)

METROPOLIS
(MP)

FUJI
(FJ)

CASTELLO
(CT)

SO
LI

D

3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)   

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)   

7 ¼" (25 sq. ft./Box)

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)   

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)   

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)   

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)   

8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)

LO
C 3 ¼" (28 sq. ft./Box)

5" (28 sq. ft./Box)
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Collections Shades Dimensions Notes

I love

YELLOW BIRCH WHITE ASH

Technologies
and dimensions

ENGLISH  
TEA (ET)

SECRET
(SC)

ROMA
(RA)

SEPIA
(SI)

TOBACCO
(TO)

MODERN
GREY (MG)

VOLCANO
DUST (VD)

BRONZE
(BZ)

ENGLISH
TEA (ET)

SANDSTONE
(SD)

SILVER  
GREY (SY)

MODERN
GREY (MG)

MYSTERY
(MY)

TOBACCO
(TO)

SO
LI

D 3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)  /   /    

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)  /   /    

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)

HB 4 ½" (½" – 22,5 sq. ft./Box)

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)

HB 6 ½" (½" - 22,125 sq. ft./Box)

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)

8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)

WHITE OAK HARD MAPLE HICKORY

Technologies
and dimensions

CREMA
(CM)

MADERA
(MD)

FUEGO
(FU)

FJORD
(FO)

KONA
(KN)

SLATE
(SL)

MADERA
(MD)

BARISTA
(BT)

PORTOBELLO
(PB)

FUEGO
(FU)

ROMA
(RA)

SEPIA
(SI)

BLACK
CHERRY (BY)

SO
LI

D 3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)  /    /   /  
4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)  /      /   /  

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)  /  
4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)  /    /   /  

HB 4 ½" (½" – 22,5 sq. ft./Box)  /    /  
4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)  /    /   /  
6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)   /    /   /  

HB 6 ½" (½" - 22,125 sq. ft./Box)  /    /  
6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)   /    /   /  
8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)  /    /  

ELEMENT SERIES

YELLOW BIRCH HARD MAPLE HICKORY WHITE OAK AMERICAN WALNUT

Technologies
and dimensions ELEMENT (EL) ELEMENT (EL) TERRAIN (TR) ELEMENT (EL) ELEMENT (EL) ORAGE (OR) ELEMENT (EL)

SO
LI

D 3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)  /   /   /   /    /  
4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)  /   /   /   /  

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)  /   /  
4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box))  /   /   /   /  

HB 4 ½" (½" – 22,5 sq. ft./Box)  /   /  
4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)  /   /   /   /  
6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)  /   /   /   /  

HB 6 ½" (½" - 22,125 sq. ft./Box)  /   /  
6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)  /   /   /     /  
8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)  /   /    



With Mercier, your investment is protected.

RED OAK HARD MAPLE YELLOW BIRCH

Technologies
and dimensions Grades Glosses Grades Glosses Grades Glosses

SO
LI

D

2 ¼" (20 sq. ft./Box)           

3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)           

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)          

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)        

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)        

HB 4 ½" (½" – 22,5 sq. ft./Box)      

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)        

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)      

HB 6 ½" (½" - 22,125 sq. ft./Box)      

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)      

8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)      

LO
C 3 ¼" (28 sq. ft./Box)      

5" (28 sq. ft./Box)      

WHITE ASH HICKORY WHITE OAK

Technologies
and dimensions Grades Glosses Grades Glosses Grades Glosses

SO
LI

D

2 ¼" (20 sq. ft./Box)         

3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)         

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)         

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)      

HB 4 ½" (½" – 22,5 sq. ft./Box)    

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)      

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)         

HB 6 ½" (½" - 22,125 sq. ft./Box)    

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)         

8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)    

LO
C 3 ¼" (28 sq. ft./Box)

5" (28 sq. ft./Box)

RED OAK AND HARD MAPLE

Technologies
and dimensions

CRÈME BRÛLÉE
(25)

AMARETTO
(15)

AUTUMN LEAF
(24)

CHOCOLATE
BROWN (18)

MYSTIC BROWN
(20)

MEDIUM BROWN
(07)

JAVA
(14)

GUNSTOCK
(12)

TOAST BROWN
(09)

KALAHARI
(23)

SO
LI

D

2 ¼" (20 sq. ft./Box)   /    

3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)   /    

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)   /    

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)   /    

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)   /    

HB 4 ½" (½" – 22,5 sq. ft./Box)  /    

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)   /    

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)  /    

HB 6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)  /    

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)  /    

8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)  /    

LO
C 3 ¼" (28 sq. ft./Box)  /    

5" (28 sq. ft./Box)  /    

RED OAK AND HARD MAPLE

Technologies
and dimensions

ARABICA
(02)

SMOKY BROWN
(26)

STONE BROWN
(05)

ÉCLIPSE
(03)

TREASURE
(30)

BARREL
(27)

STONE
(21)

SHADOW
(17)

IVOOR
(28)

MIST
(29)

SO
LI

D

2 ¼" (20 sq. ft./Box)   /   

3 ¼" (22 sq. ft./Box)   /   

4 ¼" (19 sq. ft./Box)   /   

EN
GI

NE
ER

ED

3 ¼" (½" – 28 sq. ft./Box)   /   

4 ½" (½" – 25 sq. ft./Box)   /   

HB 4 ½" (½" – 22,5 sq. ft./Box)  /   

4 ½" (¾" – 20 sq. ft./Box)   /   

6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)  /   

HB 6 ½" (½" – 22 sq. ft./Box)  /   

6 ½" (¾" – 14,5 sq. ft./Box)  /   

8 ⅛" (¾" - 18 sq. ft./Box)  /   

LO
C 3 ¼" (28 sq. ft./Box)  /   

5" (28 sq. ft./Box)  /   

LEGEND

Select & Better 

Distinction

Authentic

Rift & Quarter Sawn

Herringbone Matte

Matte-brushed

Semi-gloss 

Satin

Grades : Glosses :
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The information contained in this document was accurate at 
the time of printing. Mercier Wood Flooring Inc. reserves the 
right to change products and product characteristics at any 
time without notice.

With Mercier, your investment is protected.

MERCIERWOODFLOORING.COM 1.866.448.1785

YOUR WARRANTY
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